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"... process supervision significantly 
outperforms outcome supervision for 

training models to solve problems 
from the challenging MATH dataset."

31st May 2023

"Process supervision is more likely to 
produce interpretable reasoning..."

Let's Verify Step by Step
Process-supervised RM 

Outcome-supervised RM

"...process supervision in fact incurs a 
negative alignment tax"



GPT4Geo
studies degree to which "GPT-4 has ...factual 

geographic knowledge and is capable of using 
this knowledge for interpretative reasoning"

30th May 2023



PaLI-X 29th May 2023

"multilingual vision and language model"

"...scaling both V&L components together 
brings increases in performance across a 

wide range of tasks"

"a high-capacity vision encoder (ViT-22B) can be 
effectively co-trained for image classification and 

OCR label classification"

"PaLI-X improves SoTA results via fine-tuning on 
15+ benchmarks"

"prefix completion and masked-token completion 
improves the Pareto frontier for fine-tuning vs few-

shot performance" (at large scale)



31st May 2023

"We present AmbiFC, a large-scale fact-
checking dataset with realistic claims 

derived from real-world information needs"

AmbiFC

"We justify the annotator disagreement as 
important signal for ambiguity rather than noise..."

"AmbiFC contains 10,716 distinct claims..."



NoPE "..comparing the length generalization 
performance of decoder-only Transformers with 
five different position encoding approaches..." 

31st May 2023

Length generalization: generalizing from 
smaller training context windows to larger ones

NoPE

Regime: 107M 
trainable weights



"...pre-registered controlled 
experiment on Twitter's algorithm"

26th May 2023

"...amplifies emotional content, and especially those 
tweets that express anger and out-group animosity"

Twitter's Algorithm

"1730 pairs of timelines"

"Over two weeks in February 2023"

Experiment details:

Algorithm vs reverse chronological timeline

Survey users about tweets in both timelines

Users prefer algorithm-selected tweets

But not for political content

One finding:



LLMs as Tool Makers

"a closed-loop framework... (LATM), where LLMs 
create their own reusable tools for problem-solving"

26th May 2023



31st May 2023

"LMs are notorious for generating text with 
hallucinations, a primary example being 

book & paper references.."

LMs Hallucinating References

"we find many of these fabrications can be identified 
with the same LM, using only black-box queries"

Focus on groundedness (rather than correctness)

Using queries doesn't help Davinci much

Using queries improves GPT-4 a lot!



"...generating scientific hypotheses in natural 
language, while grounding them in a context 
that controls the hypothesis search space."

23rd May 2023Generating Novel Scientific Directions

"idea sentence generation" "idea node prediction"

Formulations of contextual literature-based discovery:

"...automatically curate a new dataset from 67,408 
ACL anthology papers with IE systems"



AI News

"regardless of whether it is for non-profit or 
commercial purposes, whether it is an act other 

than reproduction, or whether it is content 
obtained from illegal sites or otherwise."

"Ranked #1 globally on Hugging Face’s 
leaderboard for large language models (LLMs), 
Falcon 40B outperforms competitors like Meta’s 

LLaMA and Stability AI’s StableLM."



AI Risk

"Unintended consequences"

"Chemical weapons made fast"

"Killer robots"

"Deaths of despair"



AI Risk

"we can coordinate our way out of such traps: 
we can talk to each other; we can make 

commitments and observe their adherence..."
"The threat of extinction in the face of AI boils 
down to the fact that artificial neural networks 
like GPT-4 are not bounded in the same way 

as our biological neural networks"



AI Risk - Criticism

"By their logic, policymakers should 
immediately elevate the threat of an 

alien invasion to a global priority too. "
"Our job as scientists, and also the 

policymakers, is to be critical about many of 
these apparent advances that may have both 

positive as well as negative impacts on society."



AI Risk

"The possibly extreme risks from future AI systems should be 
part of that conversation, but they should not dominate it."

"We should be wary of Prometheans who want to both profit 
from bringing the people fire, and be trusted as the firefighters."



Deep Learning Fundamentals



Cybersecurity grants
"Offensive-security projects will not be considered for funding at this time."



On the New Nature of Surveillance Images
"Of course, video-driven surveillance is not a new practice..."

"What is new, though, is the degree of sophistication of current AI models."



Samuel's Book Recommendation

What is it? A collection of interviews with 
founders/early employees at startups.

Unsolicited book recommendation

"Founders at Work"  
Jessica Livingston (2007)

Interviewees include Steve Wozniak, Caterina 
Fake, Mitch Kapor, M. Levchin, Sabeer Bhatia, 
Craig Newmark, Paul Graham & many more

A treasure trove of hard-won experience



Filtir - fact-checking AI claims

"Link to discord in the description"



Image credit: Stable diffusion (lexica.art) 
https://lexica.art/prompt/16135179-6a39-496a-9a7f-c4a06cdd8ff5
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